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Newsletter week 50 2018
We wish you happy holidays!
Agenda

Friday 14 December: children will make Christmas decorations
Wednesday 19 December: CHRISTMAS CELEBRATIONS
Thursday 20 December: Toys day. At 12 o'clock: start holiday, children to be picked up at 12 o'clock
(no lunch needs to be taken to school).
Friday 21 December: Day off, no school.
24 December: Daycare closes at 17:30 hrs.
2 January: Daycare open again
Thursday 10 January: combine the necessary with the pleasant: cleaning evening followed by a New
Year's drink for the parents (both locations).
Dates workshop January and February 2019
Week 1: 16 January and 18 January
Week 2: 23 January and 25 January
Week 3: 1 February
Week 4: 6 February and 8 February

Christmas celebration 19 December
As the end 2018 is approaching, it means our Christmas celebration is around the corner and will be held on
Wednesday 19 December!
The program is as follows:
17.00 hours doors Pandora open
17.15-17.45 hours children have their dinner with their development groups at the Pandora / Parents drink in the
auditorium
18.00 - 19.00 all development groups perform a short song/piece for each other and the parents in the
auditorium of the Panta Rhei (the high school opposite us).
The children could dress up in festive clothes this evening and will dine together in the group. Everyone,
including the children of the Autumn Village, will dine at the Pandora. From Thursday onwards there are
subscription lists at school to sign up to take snacks with them for dinner. To make sure we do not have to throw
away too much food, the lists will be short. For the parents drink we also would like to ask you to bring your
own snacks and drinks. Maybe it is a nice idea to make something nice for this evening together with the
children in the afternoon?
After dinner and drinks we would like to ask to make sure that the auditorium and classrooms are cleaned up.
Many hands make light work. When this is done the children and their development group walk to the Panta
Rhei. Afterwards the parents are also welcome to take a seat and watch the children perform the songs or poems
the children have rehearsed.

To prevent chaos we would like the children to walk back to the SoU before they are collected by their parents
to go home. Afterwards, we would appreciate parents' assistance to return the Pandora to its normal state and
ready for school the next day.

Spring village
In the spring village, the Christmas atmosphere is already present. After a short but powerful theme 'tracking
and collecting' which included a visit to the beautiful nature reserve Gooi- en Vechtstreek and a visit by a real
ranger in the spring village and a scavenger hunt through the neighbourhood, it was time for the Sinterklaas in
our beautifully decorated village. With a house of the Sint, a steam boat, a packing/wrapping station and area to
make wish lists for the Great Sinterklaas Book, the Village was transformed into a wonderful learning
environment. Immediately after the Sint left, the Christmas trees and Christmas decorations came were dusted
off again to once more transform the villages, this time in a Christmas atmosphere.
The Thursday before the holidays it is Toy Day again. The children can then bring toys to play with at school.
We would like to request that Guns and other war-related toys and noisy toys to stay at home.

Autumn Village
December 5th , what an enjoyable celebration in the Autumn Village ! The morning was all about #surprises
and wow what a fantastic surprises and poems were made for each other; unicorns, football fields, joysticks,
make-up tables, animals and many other cool things! Compliments to everyone, really super well done. In the
afternoon, they played with the new gifts, could watch a movie and could enjoy themselves dancing in the
disco. As a surprise there were also a few big gifts in the hallway with fun and educational games plus a
basketball basket for outside. Also this year Sinterklaas was very generous, which was much appreciated!

Last week we have been busy discussing giving and receiving different kinds of feedback. What impact does it
have on you? And how do you give feedback? Among other things, we got inspiration from watching 'Austin's
butterfly' on YouTube. In the video it becomes clear how you can improve your performance by the means of
feedback. We practiced it ourselves by giving feedback and it watching this process from a distance was very
nice. The children gave each other feedback on their work so that they could draw a bear, bike, castle or rabbit
more and more accurately. Very interesting to see and good to experience!
Last week Attila (father of Faye and Olivia- Summervillage) came to visit the children's council. He showed a
documentary about climate change. A documentary made by children for children. A very interesting lesson in
which the children debated with each other afterwards.
The autumn village wishes everyone a Merry Christmas and a
sparkling new year full of joy and happiness!

Assistance workshops required
Earlier we called upon you to help with the workshop. Unfortunately we did not get enough responses to give
the workshops. For this reason we decided to give two other workshops to the group 8 workshop. These
workshops are given by the teachers themselves. However, the teachers will be very happy if there are some
extra hands present to support them. If there are parents who would like to and can give that extra support on
Wednesday and Friday from one to two o'clock, that would be very much appreciated. So....
- Can you come and help a Wednesday afternoon and/or Friday afternoon (13.00-14.00 hours) for four weeks? -> Sign up then!
- As a parent, can you only help once or twice? No problem; sign up!
It concerns the following dates:
Week 1: 16 and 18 January
Week 2: 23 and 25 January
week 3: 1 February
Week 4: 6 and 8 February.
You can register with an email to:
Herfsdorp@schoolofunderstanding.nl and/or m.wolfs@schoolofunderstanding.nl

Summer village
Together we bid farewell to Lisanne. We gave her a lot of good wishes, wrote them down, collected them in a
glass jar and gave them to her. Thank you on behalf of Lisanne!
New cards have been placed on the planning board which are very nice and clear for the children.

The pink color has been added for the children who are still allowed to return to the spring village every now
and then.
Also in this dark December month, all the children still have to and should arrive at school on time.
And then of course, all of us put our shoes underneath the chimney for Sint and the Pieten! Everyone in the
Summer Village has sung for the Sint as well. Very exciting and lots of fun!
On the math square children started working with measuring and calculating with weights. At home it would be
a great way to practice if you could let them help with cooking or baking. For example, by weighing the
quantity of a product. Or put a bag of small ingredients on a scale and to let them take some out to see what
happens. Next topic will be to practice the times table, would be handy to divide Christmas cookies!
On the Reading square, everyone who follows Veilig Leren Lezen has started with the following chapter Every
child has been given a home reading booklet. To stimulate reading development, it is very good exercise to read
10 minutes from this booklet every day. Other books that match this level are of course also allowed.
It's about practicing reading and creating fun while reading.

Announcements from the MT
This is already the last newsletter for this calendar year. We can look back on a beautiful and successful
period. From the moments of happiness of the children to the wonderful rating of the inspection. From the
great commitment of parents to a team that works with great enthusiasm. Despite the challenges in terms of
staffing, together we were able to ensure that all the children were able to receive education at all times and
none of the classes had to be sent home. A great achievement!
Now is the time for a well-deserved holiday for everyone. Coming week we can still enjoy some nice
activities such as the Christmas crafts and the Christmas dinner/celebration. Thursday 20 December the
holiday starts at 12.00 hours. This means that the children will be picked up this day at 12 o'clock (so you
don't have to provide lunch) and that the children will be off on Friday 21 December.
We wish you a wonderful holiday season and look forward to seeing you again in 2019!

SOUL Support Update
With success
1. We have good WiFi on Pandora again due to a major upgrade to the
WiFi system which was performed last Saturday by the ICT committee.

Several new access points have been added, all of which are identical, so
that a user is automatically transferred to the strongest signal.
And a new printer arrived at the Landtong last Monday and was
successfully installed together with the ICT group. What an asset that the
device can staple, and print from the cloud. And the biggest plus is that
teachers no longer need to go to Pandora for large copy jobs.
2. The Sinterklaas celebration was a huge success. The children could
indulge themselves this year with the beautiful decoration, gingerbread
baking, and also the visit of the Sint and the Piet which they really
enjoyed. Thanks to the parents who work hard to organize this event. The
Sint had not even left the country and then the Christmas decorations
were already done. Last week the English author JJ Leyland went to
school to read to the children of the summer village from his book 'Mad at Dad'. The children liked this very
much, a real author in the classroom. His book is for sale on bol.com.
What's new
Thursday January 10th we will combine the necessary with pleasure. We would like to invite all parents for
cleaning evening, followed by a New Year's drink. This will happen on both locations. We would like to enter
the new year fresh and clean and the classrooms and school can really use a cleaning. Unfortunately all the
corners and edges of the dust, the soaking of tables are not included in the cleaning contract of the municipality,
and the school will really have to take care of it by itself. As you know, the team already puts so many free
hours in the school and we would like to take over this from them. Start: 19.00 and the sooner we are ready the
sooner we can have a drink together.
Help required
1. Friday we will make Christmas decorations from 12.00-14.00. Who would like to help ?
2. The dishwasher needs to be connected to the pre-school.
3. Reading and singing English songs every Friday morning in the summer village 8.30 - 9.00. Preferably by
native speaker. This has long been done by parents in the spring village and is a huge success. We also would
like to implement in the summer village now.
Looking for
Two (old) bikes to cycle back and forth between the Landtong and Pandora.
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